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the name Hildebrand is as familiar as Gregory VII.1 Yet
the events themselves point to the moment when he really
became master.
Gregory VII is chiefly remembered as the great protagonist
of the spiritual power in its conflict with the temporal, but
apart from that tremendous issue, which will be described in
the next chapter, his Papacy was of outstanding importance,
both for the establishment of the principles of the reform
movement and for the general recognition of an effective
papal headship of the Church. The two are intimately
connected, since the enforcement of reform had been the
chief object of the exercise of papal authority and the cause
of its development. At the time of Gregory's accession,
there was almost as much opposition as acquiescence to both
of these points. The vigorous campaign inaugurated by
Leo IX had not been sustained.
His first step was to restore the machinery into proper The policy
order again, and to keep it working at high tension.   He and methods
revived Leo's practice of holding regular synods at Rome,2£arlySyears
and he began by repeating in them the decrees of Nicholas II
against simony and clerical marriage.   Leo's other practice
of presiding  over local  synods  himself involved lengthy
absences from Rome which were now inadvisable.    Gregory
therefore sent instructions, to the archbishops to publish the
decrees at provincial synods, and made them responsible for
their local enforcement.   At the same time he dispatched
legates to act with full authority in his name, wherever the
local officials were idle or recalcitrant.
In Germany and North Italy there had been a definite His relations
reaction since the days of Henry III.   The lower clergy ^^
resisted the enforcement of celibacy and there were violent   crmany
outbreaks against it.   The bishops were often lukewarm in
1	Thus the whole movement of advanced reform and centralised govern-
ment is commonly known as the Hildebrandine movement.    It is also known,
still more unsuitably, as the Cluniac movement, since Cluny initiated the
monastic reform which preluded the later movement.   The legend that
Hildebrand was a monk, even prior, at Cluny has helped to harmonise those
two conceptions and to confirm the double mistake.   While his friends
spoke of him as Hildebrand in glorification of his past, his enemies also called
him Hildebrand, as they disputed his right to be Pope,
2	From 1074 to 1081 he held a synod each Lent, except in 1077, the year
of Canossa; in 1078 there was a second synod in November, and apparently
in 1074 also.

